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Trees will speak, before you listen oh my god, no one
knows that we can bare to stand each other it's not
right no it's not fair cause I week anywhere for you
would you wait for me. 

Bleeding tears is the least of our problems here we can
moan, are family's gone blistered feeling is all he
haves deseized gorgons and I'd die anytime for you
would you die for me... 

Keep digging for the rest of your days, say something
please it's time to pay, smoke crack for me reach out
for me at this time al let you spit in my face 

A can only make you see the moon you can touch it but
that up to you this is happening because of you stay
special brother you stay true... 

We can change the world despite all our enemies, were
fighting on listen to your heart and say, pray for love it
feels like a memory, if we hold on theirs a VICTORY
OVER THE SUN! 

Collapse in front of all your peers stop bleeding keep
blocking your ears, eating baby shrinking black brandy
drinking, all now for your demonic haze, I can only
make you see the moon you can touch it but that's up to
you. 

A can only make you see the moon you can touch it but
that up to you this is happening because of you stay
special brother you stay true... 

We can change the world despite all our enemies, were
fighting on listen to your heart and say, pray for love it
feels like a memory, if we hold on theirs a VICTORY
OVER THE SUN, VICTORY OVER THE SUN, VICTORY
OVER THE SUN, VICTORY OVER THE SUN, theirs a
VICTORY OVER THE SUN...
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